A world-class campus for innovation in clean energy

Helius
Kinectrics is leading the establishment of a world-class campus for innovation in clean energy,
supporting next generation nuclear technologies, hydrogen, and clean energy technologies.
Canada’s leading research institutions, industry, technology developers, and organizations
focused on the future of global energy are coming together to find the solutions that optimize
these technologies for real-world applications.
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SMRs are a promising new technology that could unlock a range of benefits: economic, geopolitical, social,
and environmental. Canada’s SMR Action Plan brings together essential enabling partners, leveraging their
strengths to lock-in these benefits and lead the world on SMRs. [Source: NRCan SMR Action Plan, 2020]
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Helius will unite top-tier Canadian academic institutions, industrial leaders, small modular reactor developers,

and utilities to advance clean energy technologies that combat climate change and alleviate global energy poverty.

The cornerstone of this innovation campus is a 10 MW, electrically heated, helium test loop for the development, testing,
and qualification of materials, components, and systems utilized in high temperature gas reactors. Secondary loops
mimic the actual usage of technologies to be married with advanced nuclear reactors, including: thermal energy storage,
hydrogen generation, industrial/district heating, and niche applications (e.g. water treatment, advanced materials).

Supporting next generation workforce
With key partnerships with Queen's University (Kingston, ON), McMaster University (Hamilton, ON), and Ontario Tech
University (Oshawa, ON), Helius will attract the top minds in science and technology in Canada and around the world
to focus on clean energy systems. Combining the resources of top academic researchers with trusted industry leaders
accelerates the path to commercial use. This includes SMR developers like X-energy, U-Battery, leading electrical utilities,
Canadian energy giants from the oilsands, energy and hydrogen business associations, and Canadian innovation leaders
including the Nuclear Innovation Institute and Planbox.

Supporting delivery of next generation clean energy systems
Providing more than electricity, clean energy systems generated by advanced nuclear reactors produce hydrogen and
essential consumables such as petro-chemical products, and facilitate deep decarbonization of carbon-intensive industry.
Helius will initiate new ways to provide low-cost, low-carbon, reliable, and dispatchable heat and electricity for all
industries, including novel methods of energy storage, such as thermal storage utilizing molten solar salt.

Supporting transition to a low-carbon energy future
As a catalyst for the transition to a low-carbon future, Helius can create solutions that actually achieve global carbon
emission reductions and tackle the threat of climate change.
With world-class facilities and personnel, we can:
Develop technologies that support climate change mitigation objectives, commitments, and sustainability goals of
the Government of Canada, and international agreements
Ensure that the government and people of Canada have the tools and accessible brainpower to act on the SMR
Roadmap/Action Plan and Hydrogen Strategy, and the transition to Net Zero
Create an actionable vision for the future generations of Canada and the people of the world

Helius is here for you: let us help you achieve your vision for a bright energy future.
Join Us:
•
•
•
•

As an innovative research partner
As a technology demonstrator
As an investor
As an individual innovator

• As an environmentalist
• As a leading industry partner
• As a visionary for a low-carbon energy future

More Information: innovation@kinectrics.com

www.kinectrics.com
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